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This is the second volume in the series The gastroenterology current annuals, the aim of which is to provide ‘thoughtful, critical, timely and thorough reviews’ of important developments in gastroenterology on an annual basis.

The current annual reviews papers published between July 1982 and July 1983, and contains 11 chapters by 27 authors (none from the UK). The topics covered and the number of references given for each are:— the oesophagus (103 references); stomach and duodenum (348); pancreas (278); absorption and malabsorption (67); intestinal electrolyte transport and diarrhoeal disease (130); hormones and neuropeptides of the gut (68); immunology (80); inflammatory bowel disease (142); vascular physiology and pathophysiology (135); basic gastrointestinal oncology (235); paediatric gastroenterology (385).

But the volume is not merely a compendium of the papers published in the period under review. Without exception I think the reviewers have covered their topics well, offering critical analysis of methodology and interpretation of papers covered, providing links between one paper and another, identifying conceptual developments as they have occurred and drawing attention to gaps in knowledge. There are of course differences in style and approach between the different groups of authors. I liked in particular the thoughtful chapter on stomach and duodenum (Koelz, Malinowska, and Muller-Lissner), the authoritative chapter by Sarles and colleagues on the pancreas, the pellucid contribution by Makhlouf on hormones and neuropeptides of the gut, the gutsy (pun intended) chapter by Singleton on inflammatory bowel disease, and above all the outstanding review on basic gastrointestinal oncology by Bresalier and colleagues — this is a mine of information.

The volume meets the aims of the editors and would provide a very useful resource for everyone who wishes to keep abreast of the rapid developments in gastroenterology. I warmly recommend it. If the standards of this volume are maintained in the future, Gastroenterology current annuals are assured of a wide readership.

G P CREAN


I greatly enjoyed reviewing Gastroenterology revision. The book is structured around 20 clinical situations based on major gastrointestinal and hepatic symptoms and signs, dysphagia, abdominal pain, jaundice, vomiting, and diarrhoea for example. The clinical presentation of each patient is followed by a series of multiple-choice questions and the diagnostic and therapeutic process evolves within the setting of a problem solving exercise.

The questions relating to the clinical situation, the development of the case history, and the solutions presented are all reasonably uncontroversial. The overall standard of both questions and answers is high. Particularly pleasing is the way in which the solutions to the questions are placed at the end of each case history and accompanies by a succinct and crisp explanation of the authors’ decision. My only note of criticism relates to the quality of the figures which are, on the whole, poorly reproduced particularly the histology.

This text is not a substitute for the conventional textbook of gastroenterology. But it is a welcome and refreshing companion which will provide both education and enjoyment to senior undergraduates and gastroenterologists in training as well as the more experienced practitioner. The state aim of Gastroenterology revision is to teach and in this it succeeds admirably.

IAN A D BOUCHIER


The 14 chapters in this latest volume of the Ciba Foundation Symposium series are written by a blend of basic scientists and clinicians interested in various aspects of mucus research. Although the range of interests vary from anatomy, physiology, biochemistry and bioengineering to gynaecology, paediatrics and adult medicine, the text is remarkably uniform.
Esophageal and gastric emptying

Edited by A Dubois and D O Castell. (Pp. 159; illustrated; $78.00.) Boca Baton, Florida: CRC Press Inc, 1984.

This book provides a good review of the state of knowledge about oesophageal and gastric emptying in man. It evolved from a North American meeting on the subject in 1982, and the 15 authors cover physiological mechanisms, methods of measurement and the disorders that these methods have uncovered. Although more comprehensive reviews on some specific points are available elsewhere in various books and journals, this book achieves a concise but comprehensive and balanced overview which fulfils the editors’ intention to provide an introduction to the subject for the young clinical investigator and assist the basic scientist seeking to relate his observations to disorders of the upper gastrointestinal tract. Indeed, it meets these two requirements very satisfactorily.

The book is of lesser value to the working clinician. A depressing aspect of research in this field, which the book reflects, is that investigators have so far failed to grapple with many simple questions of direct clinical significance. Which patients should undergo specific tests of oesophageal clearance or measurements of gastric emptying? Which abnormalities have direct relevance to diagnosis or therapy? These questions should be tackled, difficult though they are. The young investigator will find this book worth reading for not only does it tell him what is known, but by omission, shows him where research is now required.

W D W Rees

Mechanisms of intestinal electrolyte transport and regulation by calcium


This volume is a collection of reviews presented at a Kroc Foundation Symposium in September 1983.

Most of the 21 chapters can be divided into three groups: (i) reviews of intestinal transport mechanisms, with emphasis on vesicle studies and colonic transport but with little or no reference to the role of Ca2+; (ii) reviews of cell calcium homeostasis and measurement, with no reference to the intestine; and (iii) reviews of cellular regulation of intestinal transport processes, with emphasis on Ca2+.

Therefore, while there is no doubt that most chapters in the first two groups are well written by respected authorities, it is only in the third group of chapters that their authors seriously address topics suggested by the title of the book.

It makes sense to bring together at a symposium experts from different, but converging, fields and allow them to interact. I’m sure they did. But the reader of this book cannot benefit from such interaction as none of it is recorded. Thus, what might have been an excellent format for a conference is not very effective as a book. Editors must edit. They have not done so here. What they have done is contribute three chapters to the book. All are excellent. Two of them are central to what should have been the theme of the book. The other is not – but is an interesting review of drug therapy in diarrhoeal diseases.

Maynard Case
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Long cases in general medicine


Neodymium-Yag laser in medicine and surgery


Dictionnaire d’informatique. Anglais Francais 7th edition